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Abstract. The Qinghai-Tibet Railway is located on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and is the highest altitude railway in the world. 

With the influence of human activities and geological disasters, it is necessary to monitor ground deformation along the 

Qinghai-Tibet Railway. In this paper, Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) (T405 and T133) and TerraSAR-X data 10 

were used to monitor the Lhasa-Nagqu section of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway from 2003 to 2012. The data period covers the 

time before and after the railway was open (total of ten years). This study used a new analysis method (the Full Rank Matrix 

(FRAM) Small Baseline Subset InSAR (SBAS) time-series analysis) to analyze the Qinghai-Tibet Railway. Before the 

opening of the railway (from 2003 to 2005), the Lhasa-Nagqu road surface deformation was not obvious; in 2007, the 

railway was completed and opened to traffic, and the settlement of the railway in the district of Damxung was obvious (20 15 

mm/yr). After the opening of the railway (from 2008 to 2010), the Damxung area had a significant subsidence area, and the 

north section of the railway was relatively stable. By analyzing the distribution of geological hazards in the Damxung area, 

the distribution of the subsidence area was found to coincide with that of the geological hazards, indicating that the 

occurrence of subsidence in the Damxung area was related to the influence of surrounding geological hazards and faults. 

Overall, the peripheral surface of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway is relatively stable but still needs to be verified with real-time 20 

monitoring to ensure that the safety of the railway is maintained. 

1 Introduction 

Surface deformation monitoring is one of the most advantageous applications of interferometric synthetic aperture radar 

(InSAR) technology. As far as the research and development of methods and techniques are concerned, InSAR technology 

has been improved from using a small amount of single-phase SAR data to analyzing time series and processing multiphase 25 

and multisource data. Differential InSAR (D-InSAR) technology has been developed on the basis of InSAR technology. In 

1989, Grabriel et al. (1989) first used D-InSAR technology to monitor surface deformation, and the level of accuracy was 

maintained at the centimeter level. In the following decades, D-InSAR technology has been widely used in surface, volcanic 

deformation, and seismic displacement monitoring. In view of the drawbacks of D-InSAR technology affected by the 

temporal baseline and spatial displacement, many scholars have proposed new technologies such as joint pixel InSAR 30 
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technology, to obtain better settlement detection results(e.g., Xiaolei Lv et al., (2013)). InSAR technology in China 

developed later but has also achieved good research results. Wang Chao et al. (2000) used radar data to analyze the seismic 

deformation field and promoted the development of D-InSAR technology in China. Zhenhong Li et al. (2009) improved the 

atmospheric phase screen (APS) estimation algorithm on the basis of the traditional InSAR short baseline analysis method 

and proposed the InSAR time series (TS)+atmospheric estimation model (AEM) method to obtain good application results. 5 

Li Yongsheng et al. (2015, 2016) proposed new improved methods for identifying errors during phase unwrapping and 

correcting InSAR technology and advanced sequential InSAR analysis methods, and the study obtained very good results in 

practical applications. 

The Qinghai-Tibet Railway is located on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, with a total length of more than 1,100 km, of which 632 

km are within a permafrost region. This railway is the highest elevation railway in the world and the longest railway crossing 10 

over a permafrost region (Han Yufei et al., 2010). The key to the success or failure of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway lies in the 

roadbed, and the key to the success or failure of the roadbed lies in the permafrost. In particular, under global warming and 

the impacts of human activities and other factors, the stability of the railway roadbed in permafrost regions is facing great 

challenges (Wu Qingbai et al., 2008; Liu Yongzhi et al., 2000; Wu Qingbai et al., 2004). Permafrost is very sensitive to the 

disturbance of external factors; the temperature increase decreases the strength of the frozen soil, the bearing capacity of the 15 

frozen soil is reduced, and the ability to resist load is reduced (Wu Ziwang et al., 2005). Moreover, the higher the ice content 

in the frozen soil is, the greater the settlement after the frozen soil thaws. The Qinghai-Tibet Railway subgrade project 

adopts the design concept of active cooling (Cheng Guodong et al., 2003), which is currently stable. During the construction 

of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the differential settlement and its countermeasures of the road and bridge transition section in 

the permafrost region were studied in an experiment (Liu Jiankun et al., 2004), and some countermeasures were proposed to 20 

address the differential settlement, but there are many bridges, and the geological condition of the permafrost region is 

complex (Jin et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2010). Therefore, the stability of the permafrost under the Qinghai-Tibet Railway is 

related to the normal operation and safety of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway. 

In the past, Qinghai-Tibet Plateau deformation investigation and monitoring mainly rely on field work (Welk 1997; Brown, 

Hinkel, and Nelson 2000; Ma et al. 2011), but Qinghai-Tibet Plateau areas with harsh natural conditions lead to heavy 25 

workloads, and the difficulty of performing the traditional measuring method for analyzing deformation increases 

substantially (Hu Mingjian et al., 2007; Zhang Xuzhi et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to explore a wide range of 

unattended, long-term, continuous analyses of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway deformation method. Chao Wang et al. (2017) 

used the InSAR time-series technique, with high-resolution TerraSAR-X images, to analyze the seasonal deformation 

features on the Qinghai-Tibet Railway. However, the study area only covers the permafrost region of Beiluhe. 30 

In this paper, the InSAR method using the Full Rank Matrix (FRAM) Small Baseline Subset InSAR (SBAS) proposed by Li 

Yongsheng (2015) is used to study the deformation of the railway section from Lhasa to Nagqu. Using Advanced Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (ASAR) and TerraSAR-X data, the crustal deformation information of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway over 10 
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years (from planning to construction of the railway) was obtained, and the relationship between crustal deformation and 

surrounding geological disasters was analyzed. 

2 Study area 

The Qinghai-Tibet Railway is a high-elevation railway that connects Xining (Qinghai Province) to Lhasa (Tibet 

Autonomous Region) (Figure 1). The Qinghai-Tibet Railway and other national key projects that cross multiple active 5 

blocks and faults are vulnerable to earthquakes and other disasters. Monitoring the deformation of these projects is of great 

significance. InSAR and global positioning systems (GPS) are efficient techniques for monitoring the crustal deformation of 

Qinghai-Tibet blocks. 

The Qinghai-Tibet Railway, highway, transmission line and other national key projects, with their ancillary studies, have the 

characteristics of strong correlations and continuous long-distance distributions. We need to understand how to use these 10 

features to monitor the deformation of a long linear region and reveal the movement of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau block 

patterns with the deformations of these major project networks. 

The Lhasa-Nagqu part of the railway is located at the bottom of the southern valley of the Nyainqentanglha Mountain in the 

central part of the Lhasa block. In general, it is north-trending, and the Qinghai-Tibet highway and Lhasa River pass through 

the area. Figure 2 shows the study area, and the base map is derived from a digital elevation model (DEM). The terrain in the 15 

area is undulating, with the Nyainqentanglha Mountain Range in the northwest, a mountainous area in the southeast, and the 

Yangbajing-Damxung Basin in the middle of the region. The terrain is flat, the Qinghai-Tibet Railway and Qinghai-Tibet 

Highway pass through the basin, and the vegetation along the railway is rich. Wetlands and low-order regions are widely 

distributed, and the frozen soil in a long part of the area is rich with ice. The study area is in a midlatitude region, and the 

land types mainly comprise glaciers, snow, bare rock and other land types. In this area, the Bengco fault lies across the 20 

railway; therefore, we also need to study whether the movement of the Bengco fault affects the stability of the railway. 

3 Datasets and methodology 

3.1 Datasets 

The greatest feature of the railway is its long linear engineering, in order to detection and analysis this kind of ground object, 

we need to meet some requirements. The first is large area coverage because the road direction is not the same everywhere 25 

and, in monitoring, the need for a unified reference standard requires large-scale synchronized measurements. Second, to 

meet the requirements of InSAR technology, such projects need to apply a high-precision InSAR data processing algorithm 

to carry out high-resolution and fine detection. 

The TerraSAR-X data are acquired in stripmap mode, with an incidence angle range of 39°-40° at HH polarization. The 

potential of the X-band data for detecting higher deformation gradients compared to that of other sensors benefits from high 30 
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spatial and temporal resolutions. Nevertheless, the coverage of the stripmap mode data is too small to study long linear 

engineering. Therefore, in this paper, we use C-band ASAR data and TerraSAR-X data to analyze the stability of the 

Qinghai-Tibet Railway. We select TerraSAR-X data to verify the accuracy of the ASAR T405 data results over the first 

corner of the railway in Yangbajain and the ASAR T133 data to analyze the deformation of the railway near the Nagqu area 

because the ASAR T405 data cannot cover this area completely, and the ASAR T133 data can also verify the accuracy of the 5 

ASAR T405 data results over the Nagqu area. The data coverage is shown in Figure 2 with the blue dotted line. 

The ASAR T405 data are acquired from August 2003 to September 2010, but there are no data for 2016; therefore, we 

process the data in three stages (2003-2005, 2007, and 2008-2010). The ASAR T133 data were acquired from November 

2007 to August 2010. The TerraSAR-X data were acquired from December 2011 to November 2012. 

3.2 Methodology 10 

To minimize the spatial and temporal decorrelations, we constructed a baseline network (Figure 3) using the following 

criterion: perpendicular baselines smaller than 200 m and a daytime interval baseline of less than 180 days. Each acquisition 

node in the network has at least two link pairs, meaning that each node has a minimum number of connections with the other 

nodes (two are used in this paper). 

Because of the change in the water vapor content in the atmosphere, phase artifacts in InSAR images caused by path delays, 15 

such as radar signal propagations, through the stratified and turbulent atmosphere and ionosphere frequently degrade the 

interpretability of the phase and correlation signatures of the terrain. The effect of atmospheric delay consists of three parts: 

1) the long wavelength effect of the atmosphere, which is similar to the orbit error effect; 2) the short wavelength effect of 

the atmosphere (i.e., turbulent atmospheric artifacts); and 3) the vertical stratification of the atmosphere, which causes 

height-dependent refractivity variations. In this paper, the three phase delays are calculated using a network methodology. 20 

The methodology estimates the phase delay for each SAR acquisition; then, each atmospheric artifact is simulated. The 

proposed method can effectively eliminate the atmospheric phase delay in the interferograms. 

The specific procedure is as follows: 

First, compute all selected SAR data along the vertical baseline and select the main image. Then, generate redundant 

network interference and generate the SAR raw data for a single look complex (SLC) image. Third, select the appropriate 25 

DEM, register the DEM and SAR image, and generate the interference subset. Fourth, resample the data and transform the 

dataset into a unified coordinate system. Then, use the full rank coherent matrix method to extract the full rank Permanent 

Scatterers (PS) point, phase unwrapping and orbit error correction. Finally, obtain the data based on the results of 

deformation rate time series. 
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4 Results and discussion 

To remove the influence of far-field topography and Earth movement around the railway, the image was clipped and retained 

within a certain area along the railway line. The SAR data before and after the opening of the railway were processed to 

obtain crustal deformation information along the railway. 

4.1 InSAR results 5 

The deformation information obtained by ASAR T405 during the construction of the Lhasa-Naqu section of the Qinghai-

Tibet Railway from 2003 to 2005 is shown in Figure 5. The crust of this section is relatively stable, there is basically no 

deformation, and the maximum deformation is approximately 5 mm/yr. 

In 2007, the Lhasa-Naqu section of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway was basically completed and opened to traffic. Figure 6 

shows the deformation information of the line obtained by ASAR T405 in 2007. The area of the line is obviously variable 10 

compared with that before the opening of the railway. In the area circled by the elliptical red dotted line, the deformation is 

large, and the maximum deformation is 20 mm/yr. The operation of the train has a certain impact on the railway, which may 

because the roadbed bears the weight of the train; therefore, the roadbed is compacted and sinks. 

From 2008 to 2010, three years after the smooth operation of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the deformation of the line slowed 

compared with that in 2007 (Figure 7). The main deformation area is consistent with the deformation zone in 2007, mainly in 15 

the area of Damxung, which may be due to the geothermal exploitation in the area. By comparing ASAR T405 and ASAR 

T133, the maximum deformation in this area is 15 mm/yr. However, the deformation in the northern part of the railway is 

relatively stable. 

The overlap area between TerraSAR-X and ASAR is located above Yangbajing, and the deformation field obtained from the 

two datasets is analyzed. Figure 8(A) indicates that the ASAR acquired the deformation field in the region from 2008 to 20 

2010. There is an obvious uplift area at the corner of the railway from 2008 to 2010, and the maximum cumulative uplift is 

up to 7 mm/yr. Figure 8(B) shows the deformation field acquired by TerraSAR-X from 2011 to 2013, and the deformation of 

the uplift area at the corner is obviously smaller and tends to be stable, but there are two subsidence areas in the lower left 

corner and upper right corner, where the maximum subsidence is 10 mm/yr. The reasons for the subsidence area are 

analyzed by superposing geological hazards. 25 

For analysis, a section of the railway in Damxung is selected (Figure 9). In 2003-2005, the section of the road surface is 

basically stable; in 2007, the construction of the railway resulted in a region with a large area of settlement, where the 

maximum settlement was 20 mm/yr. In 2008-2010, the subsidence area was reduced, and the maximum settlement rate was 

10 mm/yr; the surface tended to be stable. 

Based on the results of the deformation field obtained in 2009-2010, some high-voltage towers along the Lhasa-Naqu 30 

railway are analyzed (Figure 10). The results show that different sections of the towers have different drops or lifts. The 
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maximum lifting capacity of D306 is 20 mm, and the maximum settlement of D269 is 20 mm. Most of the larger variables 

are located at the corner of the railway and within a section of the line. 

4.2 Deformation and hazards 

The Qinghai-Tibet Railway runs along the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and its eastern margin. Under the influence of the uplift of 

the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the topography is generally high in the west and low in the east. The Qinghai-Tibet Railway 5 

passes through structural units, such as the modified Nagqu orogenic belt and the Lhasa block. The climatic region of the 

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau has obvious vertical zoning characteristics, large temperature differences between winter and summer, 

and strong freeze-thaw weathering, which makes the geological environment along the Qinghai-Tibet Railway and adjacent 

areas sensitive and conducive to the development and occurrence of geological disasters. 

In this paper, the upper Yangbajing railway section is selected, and the geological hazard and deformation fields are 10 

superimposed (Figure 11). The geological hazards occur mostly in areas with large deformation fields, which are also in the 

corner along the railway. There is basically no distribution of geological hazard points in the stable area of the deformation 

field, which shows that the stability of the surrounding geological structure is affected by railway construction and other 

reasons, resulting in frequent geological hazards. At the same time, to ensure the safe and normal operation of the railway, it 

is necessary to perform long-term monitoring of the geological and geomorphological conditions around the railway to avoid 15 

casualties and economic losses. 

4.3 Deformation and Bengco Fault 

Garthwaite et al. obtained the deformation field within the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau by using large-scale InSAR technique. The 

present slip rate of the Bengco fault is 1-4+1 mm/yr. At 90.30°E, the slip rate is 1 mm/yr, which is 40 km west of the 

rupture zone in 1951 earthquake. At 90.75°E, the sliding rate is reache 4 mm/yr, which is located in the western part of the 20 

rupture zone (Garthwaite et al., 2013). Ryder also uses the InSAR method to estimate the deformation rate of the Bengco 

fault. The right-lateral slip deformation in 90.4E is approximately 1 ± 1 mm/yr and in 90.9E is approximately 4 ± 1 mm/yr. It 

is believed that this fracture deformation is mainly caused by the post-earthquake stick-slip effect of two earthquakes in 1951 

and 1952 (Ryder, et al. 2014). Taylor et al. studied a series of V-shaped conjugate tectonic belts using InSAR technique. The 

present slip rates of several tectonic belts in the central and western regions are consistent with GPS results (Taylor et al., 25 

2006). 

Using the 32 ASAR image scences between 2004 to 2010 (two adjacent tracks T176 and T405) (figure 12), the same 

treatment method in the section3.2 was used to obtain the deformation rate of the Bengco fault zone. Three section lines of 

A-A', B-B', and C-C' are selected in the deformation rate map to analyze the slip rate of the Bengco fault (figure 13). It can 

be seen from the results that the formation rate of the Bengco area is between 1-3 mm/yr. The east segment is about 2-3 30 

mm/yr, and the west segment is about 1 -2 mm/yr. The intersection of the A-A' section line and the fault is basically the 
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intersection of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway and the fault-breaking fault zone. From the results of the section deformation rate, 

it can be seen that the result of the fault slip has little effect on the overall deformation of the railway. 

5 Conclusions 

We used FRAM SBAS technology to measure deformation rates in the Lhasa Nagqu railway section using 49 ASAR image 

scenes and 17 TerraSAR-X SAR image scenes collected between August 2003 and November 2012. Due to the lack of data 5 

in 2006, we divided the data into five groups. The two datasets can provide detailed deformation information for the 

Qinghai-Tibet Railway. The main conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows. 

(1) Before the opening of the railway, the Qinghai-Tibet Railway deformation was very small and considered stable. During 

the period of operation after the completion of the railway, the roadbed was relatively unstable during the first two or three 

years, and different subsidence and uplift zones appeared along the railway. During the later stage, with the accumulation of 10 

running time, the road surface gradually became stable, and the shape variations gradually decreased. 

(2) The whole railway is relatively stable. The influence of frozen soil around the railway is affected by surface deformation 

but, in general, this condition is not very serious. However, through the analysis of geological hazards and deformation fields, 

places where the deformation field changes greatly are more likely to experience geological disasters, and geological 

disasters and abnormal deformations basically occur at the corner of the railway. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct real-15 

time deformation and geological hazard monitoring along the Qinghai-Tibet Railway. 

(3) To continue with the sustainable development of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the following analyses are urgently needed. 

First, the continuous monitoring of ground surface subsidence near the Qinghai-Tibet Railway and surrounding regions must 

be carried out using a geodetic survey (e.g., GPS and InSAR). Second, the distribution of geological hazards along the 

Qinghai-Tibet Railway and the regional geological structure need to be analyzed in detail. Finally, for the long-term regional 20 

monitoring of InSAR data, the splicing of different orbital data and the processing of massive data are also key problems that 

need to be solved. 
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Figure 1. Qinghai-Tibet Railway 20 
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Figure 2. Study area and the distribution of the SAR imagery. The blue dotted line shows the extents of the ASAR and TerraSAR-

X images. The red dotted line shows the railway. The black line shows the main fault in this area. 
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Figure 3. Temporal and perpendicular baselines for the interferograms used in this study. Different graphs represent the baselines 

of different data generated during different time periods. 
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Figure 4. Process flow 5 
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Figure 5. ASAR T405 results for the Lhasa-Naqu section of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway between 2003 and 2005. The red line 

represents the railway. 
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Figure 6. ASAR T405 results for the Lhasa-Naqu section of the Qinghai-Tibet Railway in 2007. The red line represents the railway. 

The elliptical red dotted line represents the region of large deformation. 

 

Figure 7. Deformation maps within three years after operation of the railway. (A) The data are ASAR T405 ranging from 2008 to 5 

2010. (B) The data are ASAR T133 from 2008 to 2010. The red line represents the railway. 
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Figure 8. The deformation maps of the overlap area of the TerraSAR-X and ASAR data. (A) The ASAR T405 data range from 

2008 to 2010. (B) TerraSAR-X data range from 2011 to 2012. 

 

Figure 9. The deformation maps of the railway sequence changes from 2003 to 2010 in the Damxung section. 5 
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Figure 10. Deformation of a high-voltage power tower. (A) The location of the power tower. (B) The sequence of the deformation 

characteristics of the power tower. 

 

Figure 11. Deformation and hazards. The magenta rhombi show the geological hazard points. 5 
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Figure 12. Bengco fault and the distribution of the SAR imagery. The blue dotted line shows the extents of the ASAR images. The 

red line shows the Bengco fault. The purple line shows the railway. 
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Figure 13. Bengco fault slip rate. The red line shows the Bengco fault. The purple line shows the railway. The red circle shows the 

GPS location. The black dotted line shows the section lines of Bengco fault. The purple line shows the highway. The left figure 

shows the Bengco fault slip rate. The right figure shows the detailed information on section lines. 
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